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UNITED STATES:

Your invitation to join a select group of collision repair industry decision makers.
You are invited to take out a one-year subscription to CollisionWeek risk free.
We offer three different editions including online-only, Adobe Acrobat email and Print to suit the preferences of
busy professionals such as you. In addition, when you subscribe to one of our weekly Acrobat or Print editions,
you will also enjoy complete access to the daily news on the CollisionWeek web site and archive.
I understand your time is valuable and filled with vital events and activities each working day, so I'd like to present four compelling reasons why you should seriously consider my invitation to subscribe.
Your competitors read CollisionWeek. Just like you, they read the important daily news, watch current affairs
on television, read industry publications and seek new opinions wherever they are available. Many also read
CollisionWeek, the collision repair industry's leading news source.
You'll find it valuable and time-saving. Each week, CollisionWeek's staff combs through the myriad of events,
agreements, and buyouts to find what is truly important for collision repair industry leaders such as yourself. It's
a quick read that keeps you up-to-date on current events and trends affecting your business.
You'll find informed, international coverage. With a staff of editors with unsurpassed international experience,
CollisionWeek provides detailed news and analysis from around the globe. With global consolidation in the insurance, supplier and auto manufacturing industries gaining pace, the news and events from around the world have
an impact far and wide.
You'll be reading a truly independent publication. CollisionWeek is responsible solely to its subscribers. It is
not owned by a large international media conglomerate, and it holds no bias. It presents issues as it sees them,
unrestrained by outside influence.
I think you'll find CollisionWeek is the source for industry news and trend analysis you need to succeed in an
ever more competitive industry. If, for any reason, you find that CollisionWeek does not fit your needs, we will
refund the balance of your subscription.

Russell Thrall III
Publisher and Editor-in-Chief
To subscribe return the form below by FAX or mail

✂
Name

Yes, I’d like to subscribe to CollisionWeek for one year in the following format:
(check the format desired)

Company

CollisionWeek Web-Only Edition - $99

(Email address required)

CollisionWeek Adobe Acrobat Edition - $149

Address

(Email address required)

CollisionWeek Print Edition - $199
City

State/Province

Country

Zip/Post Code

Charge my credit card:

Amex

Visa

Credit card number:

Mastercard
Expiration date:
/

Credit card charges will be made in US$

Email

Signature of Cardholder:

Date:

Fax
Check enclosed
Return this form:
By Fax to: +1 (570) 629-5930
By Mail to: CollisionWeek, P.O. Box 538
Tannersville, PA 18372

(payable to Quandec Corporation)
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